LAVIE Pro Mobile (13”)

ULTIMATE DEVICE FOR ON-THE-GO LIFESTYLE

The LAVIE Pro Mobile is the ultimate device for an on-the-go lifestyle with its exceptional portability. It features all day battery life and featherweight ultra-compact body that allows you to work anywhere, at any time. The outer case is also made with carbon material that provides durability while being stylish and minimalistic.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY NEC LAVIE Pro Mobile (13”)

Ultimate portability

• Super light weight at 1.96lb / 889g using special material of new structure carbon material
• All day battery that provides up to 10 hrs of use at MM18
• Super thin at 0.66” / 16.7 mm

Beautiful Design & Durability

• Simple & polished, hidden hinges
• Minimalistic and refined in a rich blue color with soft feel coating
• Carbon material in top and bottom cases lends to durability

High Productivity Tool

• Equipped with the latest 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-1165G7 CPU and Intel® Iris® Xe graphics
• Lift-up hinge structure that tilts the 15 mm cylindrical stroke keyboard
• IR camera with Windows Hello & Modern Standby
## LAVIE Pro Mobile (13”)

### SPECIFICATIONS

#### PERFORMANCE
- **Processor**: 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-1165G7
- **Operating System**: Windows 10 Home 64 bit English
- **Graphics**: Integrated Intel® Iris® Xe graphics
- **Camera**: IR camera (Support Windows Hello face recognition)
- **Memory**: 16GB (8GBx2) LPDDR4x 4266MHz Dual channel, soldered
- **Storage**: 512 GB SSD M.2 2280 PCIe
- **Audio Support**: Intel® High Definition Audio, YAMAHA Audio Engine, stereo speakers, 2W + 2W
- **Battery**: Integrated Li-ion 49 Wh battery, up to 10 hours at MM18
  - Supports Rapid Charge (charge up to 80% in 1 hr)

#### DESIGN
- **Display**: 13.3” FHD (1920 × 1080) LED back light, IPS
- **Dimensions (W × D × H)** (inches): 12.10” × 8.50” × 0.66” (mm) : 307.2 × 216 × 16.7
- **Weight**: 1.96 lb / 889 g
- **Color**: Navy Blue
- **Keyboard**: Non-backlit, English
- **Mouse**: None
- **Touchpad**: Precision multi-touch touchpad

#### CONNECTIVITY
- **WLAN**: Wi-Fi 6 (IEEE802.11ax/ac/a/b/g/n) 2x2
- **Bluetooth®**: Bluetooth® 5.1
- **Ports**: 1 × USB 3.1 Type-A Gen 2 (with the function of Power off USB charge), 1 × USB 3.1 Type-C Gen 2, 1 × USB 3.1 Type-C Gen 2 (with the function of DC-IN (Power Delivery 3.0) and display port), HDMI 2.0 b, headphone / microphone combo jack, microSD Slot, security keyhole

#### PRELOADED SOFTWARE
- Microsoft Office 365 30-day Trial